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One writer thinks this hair trend is “fowl”
WORDS OLIVIA YOUNG

Hipster Puppies

STEP 1: WANT
While Americans were tying feathers into their tresses, I
was studying in Spain. And in Spain, there were
very few feathers—although there was a strange
proliferation of greasy mullets, Obi-Wan Kenobi
rat tails, and short bangs.
I spent hours upon hours paging sullenly through
my American friends’ Facebook pictures, envying their
cutting-edge feathers more and more with each click. I was thrilled
to find a hair trend I liked after living so long in a land of not-soenticing hair fads. Feathers were so flashy and different. I immediately decided adding a feather into my hair would be my first priority
when I returned to the United States.

WORDS NICOLE DYAR
PHOTO LIZZIE CALLEN
Ever since Paris Hilton dressed her Chihuahua
Tinkerbell in glitzy tutus, canines have been subjected
to humiliating and, at times, degrading attire. However,
this glamorous, overwhelmingly pink, rhinestoneinfested style or embarrassing Halloween pumpkin
costume has become too mainstream for some pups and
their owners. Thus, hipster puppies were born and have
since been attacking your Tumblr feed, one American
Spirit cigarette at a time.
Music critic turned four-legged-friend enthusiast
Christopher R. Weingarten has devoted his time to
compiling images of self-loathing dogs for his Hipster
Puppy Tumblr. Weingarten’s witty, profanity-filled blog
began as playful mockery modeled after other Tumblrs
that poked fun at skinny-jean-clad humans, which he
says are never accurate or particularly funny. Instead, Weingarten
collects pictures of pups in pants and jests, “Being neutered means
the ability to wear even tighter jeans.”
Weingarten received hundreds of photos from fans who dressed
their dogs in Ray-Bans and American Apparel and placed them in
front of their fixed-gear bikes, all in hopes of landing a spot on his
blog. But it wasn’t about how hipster these animals appeared—it
came down to that puppy-dog face. By combining hipster-oriented
humor with irresistible cuteness, Weingarten created a recipe for a
successful blog, which has morphed into something more.
Weingarten expanded his blog into a picture book full of quick
wit and pathetically adorable furry friends. Weingarten, who has
written for the likes of Spin, Village Voice, and Nylon, is clearly a
hipster expert, with his snarky captions about the hipster counterculture (“Olive hasn’t exactly grasped the difference between
‘vintage’ and ‘old and shitty.’”). Some of them are so spot-on you
don’t even know what he’s talking about—a clear indication that
you’re not cool enough to understand. The pictures are accompanied by obscure captions like, “Ivory is a little bit Rebecca, a little
bit Enid, and completely unbearable,” and, “Frankie’s chillwave
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band vetoed his album art…even after he went through all the
trouble of Alf fucking a Voltron.”
There are also the stereotypical captions that almost everyone can
laugh at:
r “Nat will know he lost enough weight when he goes from ‘girl
jeans’ to ‘child husky jeans.’”
And, oh, the irony:
r“Andy moved to San Francisco because it was more ‘laid-back’
and ‘anti-consumerist’ than New York but still manages to drink
two cups of Starbucks a day.”
And the downright disgusting:
r“Lucy and Lio are living proof there is love after hooking up in
a Bonnaroo port-a-John.”
r“Stan spent $8.95 on organic, no-salt peanut butter and then
just ate his own poop.”
Hipster Puppies is available at your local bookstore, and, ironically enough, your local Urban Outfitters. If you’re the typical
asshole hipster and don’t want to actually buy the book, check out
hipsterpuppies.tumblr.com or follow the pups on Twitter
at @hipsterpuppies. DM

STEP 2: ACKNOWLEDGMENT
What I found at home was not what I’d imagined. It was a
feather-pocalypse.
Big feathers, small feathers, neon feathers. Feathers with beads.
Feathers with sparkles. Somehow during my six months out of the
country everyone—and her mom and kid sister—had woven feathers
into her hair.
“Had everyone been attacked by those aggressive ladies at the hair
extension kiosks in the malls?” I wondered. I had, after all, been a
hapless victim of their handiwork multiple times. The magic curling
iron, the super-fast straightener, the Swarovski butterfly clips—those
are some determined women.
I couldn’t do it. I simply couldn’t bring myself to get a feather—
not with my little sister’s friends and “cool” moms prancing around
with glitter-pink feathers in their manes.
Weeks after this disappointment, I tried—in vain—to fill my featherless void with silent words of comfort: I can’t pull it off anyway.
I’m better without one. I can’t afford it. I’ll get short bangs or an
Obi-Wan Kenobi rat tail instead—no one here has those yet.
And then, one fateful day, I discovered that Steven Tyler joined
the hair feather flock. I wiped away my featherless tears and saw the
unfettered reality before me: This has gone too far.
Are we too busy knotting more feathers into our hair to see the
truth? Are we blinded by the feathers’ plastic-y softness and massproduced dye patterns? Feathers are taking over.

STEP 3: ONLY YOU CAN SAVE MICK JAGGER
Just consider all of the innocent, dried-up rock stars’ reputations we
can save by saying “no” to feathers in the future. Will Adam Levine
still boast of having “moves like Jagger” if Mick has a long peacock
feather tied into his hair? And how will Ke$ha decide whom to kick
to the curb without first comparing him to Mick? We must stand up
for our has-been rock gods. The careers of pop musicians looking for
words that rhyme with swagger depend on it.
STEP 4: A SLIPPERY SLOPE
Helpless rock stars aside, I can only wonder what else we’ll start fusing
into our locks. Will we stop at nothing to individualize ourselves
with organic materials? Ribbons of faux-snakeskin? Braids made of
pleather? Why don’t we go green and tie in recyclables while we’re
at it? Perhaps pieces of Campbell’s Soup cans, pop tabs, or sea glass?
These potential fads, sparked by hair feathers, pose health—and
fashion—risks.
STEP 5: MAKE PEACE
I still like you, and I still like your feather. Secretly, I’m jealous of
it. Feathers will always hold a special place in my heart. But do you
really want to have the same hairstyle as Steven Tyler and those
moms who still shop at Abercrombie & Fitch? Do you want to take
away Ke$ha’s rhymes?
If you answered “no” to any of those questions, reconsider your
feather. It might be time to let it go and opt for a glamorous strand of
puka shells or Swarovski crystals instead.
Trust me, the hair extension kiosk women will be happy
you did. DM
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